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Anchor Level 3 – A
Quality
Meaning

Development
Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

The response:

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis by
stating, if you dont get in the middle of a controversy, you dont have to deal with the drama that
comes with it. The response makes superficial connections between the criteria and Fences (This
event supports the quote above because this would have never happend if Troy didnt cheat on his
wife Rose) and The Crucible, although lacking the title (Along with the quote, she shouldnt have
accused others to start a conflict).
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from Fences (In the novel Fences, Troy cheats on his
wife) and The Crucible (Abigal blames others for witchcraft but in the end she is at fault and highly
accused of witchcraft). The response relies primarily on plot summary.
Establishes an appropriate focus on conflict, but fails to maintain an appropriate focus in the second
argument, primarily presenting information about Abigail and witchcraft. The response exhibits a
rudimentary structure, beginning with an introduction that explains and agrees with the lens,
followed by one paragraph that addresses both texts, but fails to conclude the response.
Relies on basic vocabulary, with little awareness of audience or purpose (Then gets his mistress
pregnant). The response reveals little awareness of how to use sentences to achieve an effect (What
Frankfurter’s meaning behind his quote was that … you dont have to deal with the drama that
comes with it).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (happend and Abigal) and
punctuation (dont, didnt, wouldnt) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat stronger in
conventions.
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Anchor Level 3 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development
Organization

Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis (This
means that the smartest way to get rid of problems and issues is to not be apart of them at all). The
response makes superficial connections between the criteria and The Great Gatsby (Nick, The
protagonist, likes to stay out of every ones problems and issues and just sit back and take it all in)
and Room (And for everything he does to her and her son, she doesnt say or do anything).
Develops ideas briefly, using some evidence from The Great Gatsby (Forexample, the relationship
between Tom and Myrtle and the relationship between Gatsby and lilly) and Room (She has been
kipnapped by bad Nick and has a bady by him). The response relies primarily on brief plot summary.
Establishes an appropriate focus on agreement with the lens (The characters were faced with
problems but find their way out of them by not paying attention to them) but fails to maintain an
appropriate focus in the second paragraph by shifting discussion from Nick to other relationships.
The response exhibits a rudimentary structure, presenting an introduction that agrees with the lens,
followed by brief paragraphs for each text, and a brief conclusion that reiterates agreement with the
lens.
Relies on basic vocabulary (This means no trouble for him), with little awareness of audience or
purpose (he doesn’t get turned on by any one). The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence
structure or length for effect, but with uneven success (There was alot of things going on).
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (apart for “a part”, every
ones, onfold, enof) and punctuation (once said “…, protagonists mom, “The Great Gatsby” and
“Room”) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3 in all qualities.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 3 – C

Anchor Level 3 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development
Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens that suggests some criteria for analysis
(According to my understanding Felix Frankfurter means the Best way to combat an issue is to make
sure you dont get into an issue, kind of Like to prevent the problem from happening in the first
place). The response makes superficial connections between the criteria and The Outsiders (Jonny
would try and convince his gang members not to fight) and Speak (The main character would try to
avoid her issues).
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to The Outsiders (there is alot
of violence Between two Rival gangs) and to Speak (Instead she decieded to gather the courage and
finally “speak” up) are vague.
Establishes, but fails to maintain, an appropriate focus on agreement with the lens (Both of these
novals Demonstrate that this quote can be helpful but often times it requires the person itself to
resolve the issue). The response exhibits a rudimentary structure, first introducing and interpreting
the lens and agreeing with the interpretation, followed by a separate paragraph for each text, and a
one-sentence conclusion that suggests both agreement and disagreement with the quote.
Relies on basic vocabulary (many several peices and there for “their”), with little awareness of
audience and purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence structure or length for
effect, but with uneven success, expecially in the second paragraph.
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (conficts, perticular, noval)
and punctuation (once said “… ; dont; quote but,) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 3, although it is somewhat weaker in
development.
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Anchor Level 2 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development
Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a simple interpretation of the critical lens by disagreeing with it and suggesting some
criteria for analysis (I disagree with this Quote because if you have Problems you must not avoid
them you have to handle them to make things better). The response makes superficial connections
between the criteria and A Raisin in the Sun (So when Ruth Decided to work out her Problems her
life her life was much better).
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to A Raisin in the Sun are
vague (Ruth was trying to avoid her Problems but it Just made her life worst). There is no reference
to a second text.
Suggests a focus on the critical lens and suggests some organization through the use of two
paragraphs and connecting language (The reason why I choose the book was because I felt like this
best support my opinion). The response contains ideas that are loosely related and lacks a conclusion.
Uses language that is imprecise (gonna and her life her life) for the audience or purpose (If you avoid
your Problems things are Just gonna get worst). The response reveals little awareness of how to use
sentences to achieve an effect (Two work I had read are “Raisin in the Sun” by Lorranie
Hansberry).
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (frank futher and Lorranie),
punctuation (them” I, them you, Problems but, Problems her), grammar (get worst, Two work I had
read, this best support), and the random use of capitalization that make comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning and language use.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 2 – B
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Anchor Level 2 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a confused interpretation of the critical lens (I would agree with this quote because in this
class book called cooked author … turned his life around). The response alludes to the critical lens,
by restating it but does not use it to analyze the single text, Cooked.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to Cooked are vague and
irrelevant (The one thing I dis agree with from the book cooked is why he joined the drug dealering).
Suggests a focus on the critical lens and suggests some organization through the use of paragraphing
and some connecting language (He so caught up in the game that he for got to be step ahead
everyone instead he was one step behined). The response consists mainly of loosely related ideas.
Uses language that is imprecise (threw for “through” and cause for “because”) and unsuitable for
the audience and purpose (instead of avioding the conflicts he kept on rising the risk of getting lock
up or getting shot & put out the game). The response reveals little awareness of how to use sentences
to achieve an effect (I my opinion he wanted to get fast money … in the streets). There is frequent
use of the ampersand.
Demonstrates emerging control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (avioding, payed, furture),
punctuation (The most constructive way … them, rich but, hustleing in), and grammar (he want to be,
He so caught up, Jeff henderson learn) that hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2, although it is somewhat stronger in
conventions.
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Anchor Level 2 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a confused and incomplete interpretation of the critical lens (I agree with the qote because
is similer to Hamlet and also to kill a monkingbird). The response alludes to the critical lens, but
does not use it to analyze the chosen texts, Hamlet and To Kill a Mockingbird.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped, hinting at ideas, but references to Hamlet (they all died) and
To Kill a Mockingbird (they were trying to help Boo in the Ending and they just let Boo alone) are
vague.
Suggests a focus on the critical lens (And this is all why I agree with the qote) and suggests
organization through the use of some connective language (In hamlet By Shaksper and because they
were trying), but the response consists mainly of loosely related ideas (so they mad it seem like he
killed him selve and he was also drinking so they just let Boo alone).
Uses language that is imprecise for the audience and purpose (because is similer, the women he
loved, The to Kill a monkigbird, mad for “made”). The response reveals little awareness of how to
use sentences to achieve an effect (The to Kill a monkigbird … because they … because he saved …
and son … and for doing … but … so… and … so).
Demonstrates a lack of control, exhibiting frequent errors in spelling (qote, similer, be come, unkle,
frome), punctuation (to kill a monkingbird, hamlet, King so, died even), grammar (afther all of that
happen), usage (get revenge on), random capitalization and the vague use of pronouns that make
comprehension difficult.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 2 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 1 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a confused and incomplete interpretation of the critical lens by disagreeing with the quote
(no how many times you try and avoid a conflict with somebody theres always something that has to
start to get the conflict going again). The response does not use the critical lens to analyze any texts.
Is incomplete and largely undeveloped. The response hints at an idea about resolving conflicts
(sometimes it is hard to walk away from a conflict) but makes no reference to any texts.
Suggests a focus on the critical lens (Another reason why I disagree with the quote) but lacks
organization.
Relies on basic vocabulary that is sometimes imprecise (no how many times you try and avoid), with
little awareness of audience and purpose. The response exhibits some attempt to vary sentence
structure or length for effect, but with uneven success (Another reason why I disagree with the quote
is because sometimes it is hard to walk away from a conflict especially keeps on starting more
problems and keeps antagonizing you).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (them.” which; theres;
conflict especially) that do not hinder comprehension.

Conclusion: Although the response fits the criteria for 2, 3 and 4, it remains at Level 1 because the
response makes no reference to any texts.
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Anchor Paper – Question 28 – Level 1 – B

Anchor Level 1 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning
Development
Organization
Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides an incomplete interpretation of the critical lens, simply stating, I agree with this quote. The
response makes no reference to any specific texts.
Is minimal, with no evidence of development.
Is too brief to demonstrate organization.
Is minimal.
Is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 1, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning.
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – A
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – A
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – B
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – C
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – C
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – C
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – D
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – E
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Question 28 – Practice Paper – E
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Regents Comprehensive Examination in English
January 2015
Map
to
Core Curriculum
Curriculum
Map to Core
The table below shows which core performance indicator or standard and key idea each item is aligned to.
The table below
shows which
core
performance
or standard
and of
keythe
idea
each item is aligned to.
The numbers
in the
table
representindicator
the question
numbers
examination.
The numbers in the table represent the question numbers of the examination.

Listening

Core Performance
Indicators
C
P f
1

Reading

12, 13, 16, 21

14, 24, 25

19, 20, 22

9, 10, 11, 15,
17, 18, 23

Writing

26, 27, 28

26, 27, 28

26, 27, 28

26, 28
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Standard 1

Standard 2

Standard 3

3

2, 5, 7

4, 6, 8
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The Chart for Determining the Final Examination Score for the January 2015 Regents
Comprehensive Examination in English will be posted on the Department’s web site
at http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/ on Monday, January 26, 2015. Conversion
charts provided for previous administrations of the Regents Comprehensive
Examination in English must NOT be used to determine students’ final scores for this
administration.

Online Submission of Teacher Evaluations of the Test to the Department
Suggestions and feedback from teachers provide an important contribution to the test development
process. The Department provides an online evaluation form for State assessments. It contains spaces for
teachers to respond to several specific questions and to make suggestions. Instructions for completing the
evaluation form are as follows:
1. Go to http://www.forms2.nysed.gov/emsc/osa/exameval/reexameval.cfm.
2. Select the test title.
3. Complete the required demographic fields.
4. Complete each evaluation question and provide comments in the space provided.
5. Click the SUBMIT button at the bottom of the page to submit the completed form.
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